AFM300S

High Speed Envelope Sealer
A desk top envelope sealer in a
compact package

The AFM300S is part of the All
For Mailers Inc. range of
mailing machines and is
suitable for any size business!

Fast and Efficient

Designed for the Application

Mixed Thickness Feed

Other sealers are usually designed as the "front
end" of a postage meter and converted to
"sealer", which often limits their comparative
speed and particularly their robustness.

High speed sealing of water gummed envelopes
up to C4 “wallet” style

No need to presort mail for “like” thickness.

Variable Speed Control
Allows speed adjustment depending on type of
envelopes to give optimum sealing and feeding
quality.

High Quality Rugged Construction
Designed for long life, high volume operation.
Very few replacement parts ensure trouble free
maintenance.

Optional 6 Digit Counter

Count Only
The sealing arm can be adjusted to "count only"
to create, for example, a total of incoming mail.

Staff Health and Safety
By using a purpose built sealer, as opposed to
such methods as a water bowl, paint brush and
opening the flaps on envelopes to receive the
water, the T300 Sealer removes the risks
associated with dirty, static water that can often
be left on the end of the brush or in the bowl.

Gives a total count of material fed since last reset.

This machine is ideal for businesses with varied Envelopes. With the AFM300S, you’ll have the
speed you need to seal your mail quickly and efficiently.

SPECIFICATIONS
AFM300ST300

Model
Size

L35in x D15in x H20in

Weight

56 Lbs

Speed

Adjustable up to 300/min

Material size

Min 6 x 4 in (deep)
Max 12 x 10 in (deep)

Thickness

Up to approx. 0.32 in

Power

120v 50/60hz or 220/240

The Benefits of Envelope Sealers
Why purchase your envelope sealer from All For Mailers Inc?

• Ideal for long runs and designed for trouble free handling of
the largest mailings.

• Also ideal for shorter runs which are "time critical",where the un-sealed
mail does not hit the mailroom until 20 minutes before collection.

• Ideal back up to heavy duty inserters, where smaller runs can
be sealed without the need to -adjust the inserter. It can
generally handle items of sizes/thicknesses unsuitable for the
heavy duty inserter after hand inserting.
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